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ABSTRACT

Maintaining mental health can be quite challenging, especially when exposed to stressful
situations. In many cases, mental health problems are recognized too late to effectively inte-
rvene and prevent adverse outcomes. Recent advances in the availability and reliability of
wearable technologies offer opportunities for continuously monitoring mental states, which
may be used to improve a person’s mental health. Previous studies attempting to detect and
predict mental states with different modalities have shown only small to moderate effect
sizes. This limited success may be due to the large variability between individuals regarding
e.g., ways of coping with stress or behavioral patterns associated with positive or negative
feelings. A study was set up for the detection of mental states based on longitudinal weara-
ble and contextual sensing, targeted at investigating between-subjects variations in terms
of predictors of mental states and variations in how predictors relate to mental states. At
the end of March 2022, 16 PhD candidates from the Netherlands started to participate in the
study. Over nine months, we collected data in terms of their daily mental states (valence
and arousal), continuous physiological data (Oura ring) and smartphone data (AWARE fra-
mework including GPS and smartphone usage). From the raw data, we aggregated daily
values for each participant in terms of sleep, physical activity, mental states, phone usage
and GPS movement. First results (six months into the study at the time of writing) indicate
that almost all participants show a large variability in ratings of daily mental states, which
is a prerequisite for predictive modeling. Direction, strength and standard deviations of
Spearman correlations between valence, arousal and the different variables suggest that
several predictors of valence and arousal are more subject dependent than others. In future
analyses, we will test and compare different versions of predictive modeling to highlight
the potential of wearable technologies for mental state monitoring and the personalized
prediction of the development of mental problems.
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INTRODUCTION

Maintaining a well-balanced mental health can be quite challenging for
employees, especially when they are exposed to stressful or traumatic situ-
ations during work. When mental health deteriorates, employees are at risk
of developing physical and mental health problems such as cardiovascular
diseases (Li et al., 2014), mental disorders (van der Molen et al., 2020) or
burnout (Chirico, 2016). There are certain occupations where employees are
exposed to especially demanding situations, both physically and mentally.
For example, police officers and military service members run a high risk of
developing mental health problems due to their exposure to extreme physical
and mental demands and possible traumatic situations during work (Collins
and Gibbs, 2003). Another at-risk group of employees is PhD candidates.
Previous research has shown that one in two PhD students is experiencing
psychological distress and that one in three is running the risk of developing
a common psychiatric disorder (Levecque et al., 2017). This risk of experi-
encing or developing mental complaints may be closely linked to a person’s
mental state.

Mental states are a crucial part of one’s mental health, as they shape a
person’s way of thinking, feeling and behaving (Gross, Uusberg and Uusberg,
2019). One possible way to define affective experience is with the circumplex
model of affect by Russell (1980). In this model, emotions are defined by vale-
nce (from pleasant to unpleasant) and arousal (from low to high energy). To
which extent these states positively or negatively affect mental health depends
on the type, duration, intensity or frequency of the mental states (Gross and
Jazaieri, 2014; Gross and Muñoz, 1995). For example, being nervous before
a job interview can result in enhanced performance and can be considered
as a healthy affect. In contrast, unhealthy affects such as intense nervousness
or anxiety can impair performance and lead to an avoidance of similar situ-
ations in the future. Previous research has shown that unhealthy affects can
be found in 40-75% of mental disorders (Gross and Jazaieri, 2014; Jazaieri,
Urry, and Gross, 2013).

By monitoring mental states, it might become possible to determine the
point when affect becomes unhealthy and how this can be prevented or
treated before it results in mental health deterioration. Monitoring mental
states often rely on subjective measurements at sporadic time points (Trull
and Ebner-Priemer, 2014). With the current advances in both the availabi-
lity and usage of sensor technologies and wearables, it potentially becomes
increasingly possible to continually and automatically monitor mental states,
which may enable early identification of mental disorders. However, for a
proper detection and prediction of mental states, the link between automatic
measurements and mental states needs to be clarified.

Certain behavioral patterns are connected to mental states, such as feeling
stressed and depressed (Teychenne et al., 2019; Bhugra and Mastrogianni,
2004). For instance, people with depression generally tend to show lower
levels of activity duration and intensity (Currier et al., 2020; Mello et al.,
2013; Teychenne, Ball, and Salmon, 2008), experience sleep disturbances
or disorders (Anderson and Bradley, 2013) or isolate themselves from social
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situations (Bhugra and Mastrogianni, 2004). With wearable technologies and
smartphones, it is possible to continuously quantify these behavioral patterns
through metrics such as step count, distance traveled, GPS locations, heart
rate, heart variability or trends in smartphone usage such as screen time,
application usage, call duration or call time (Koinis et al., 2022). Hence,
it becomes increasingly possible to unobtrusively monitor changes in these
behavioral patterns, such as physical activity, locations, smartphone usage or
sleep patterns (Koinis et al., 2022).

Several studies investigated the relation between behavior as measured
with wearables and mental health. For instance, it has been shown with
wearable devices that people with depression were significantly more seden-
tary than the rest of the population (Helgadóttir, Forsell and Ekblom, 2015;
Hagströmer, Oja and Sjöström, 2007). Two studies have shown with smart-
phone sensors that there was less variability in terms of type and time spent
at most-visited locations for people with depression compared to the rest of
the population (Saeb et al., 2016; Canzian and Musolesi, 2015). While these
and other studies provide first insights into how population-level behavio-
ral patterns differ between healthy individuals and those with mental health
disorders, little is known about predicting mental health problems in healthy
individuals and about individual differences regarding the relation between
behavioral patterns and mental well-being.

For a healthy population, it is of particular importance to detect chan-
ges or declines at an early stage to prevent severe disorders or outcomes
(Wang and Miller, 2019). To do so, it is important to get a detailed and con-
textually rich picture of a person’s mental states and mental health, which
could be achieved through the combination of several sensors, also called
multimodal sensing. Previous research attempting to use multimodal sensing
data to detect and predict stress states have only shown limited success with
small-to-moderate effects (Booth et al., 2022). This may be due to the use of
population-based prediction models (participant-independent) for the dete-
ction and prediction of stress states. These models do not take into account
the large variability between individuals. Behavioral patterns and physiolo-
gical signals, however, can all be impacted by individual differences because
each person has an individual network of unique experiences and specific
vulnerabilities that can lead to particular problems (Hofmann, 2014). From
a clinical perspective, Hofmann (2014, p. 7) concluded that “analyzing such
individual, person-specific networks requires methodologies to capture the
relevant variables to gather an individual’s thoughts, experiences, and beha-
viors in situations with specific triggers”. For example (see Hofmann, 2014),
two people may be diagnosed with social anxiety disorder with one person
experiencing self-deprecating thoughts and avoiding eye contact in social situ-
ations. In contrast, the other person wants to be in control all the time in
social situations and experiences a lot of anxiety due to strong physiological
symptoms such as heart racing. The question arises whether individual-based
models to predict mental states would have a better performance due to the
consideration of between-subjects variations. To what extent a behavioral
pattern can be connected to a particular mental state and vice versa may
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thus largely depend on the individual itself, which does not become visible in
population-based models.

In this paper, we describe the study protocol of our longitudinal study and
provide preliminary results regarding (individual differences in) predictors of
mental states. The overarching goal of our study is to quantify behavioral
patterns and their relation with mental states using consumer-available wea-
rables, smartphone sensors and an EMA smartphone application. Since we
focus on the development of individual models (as opposed to population
models), longitudinal data collection was required to get insights into beha-
vioral patterns of mental states relevant for one individual and to capture a
sufficient number of variability in terms of mental states. The overall aim is to
identify behavioral patterns connected to both continuous measures of vale-
nce and arousal instead of just unpleasant mental states such as depression
or stress. The focus of this paper is on investigating to what extent predictors
of mental states vary between subjects. The main research question for this
paper is:

Which are important predictors of mental states and how do these predi-
ctors differ across individuals in terms of their relevance for predicting mental
states?

METHODS

Participants

A total of 16 PhD candidates currently working in the Netherlands were
enrolled in a nine months long study starting at the end of March 2022.
Interested applicants were recruited via e-mail. For inclusion into the study,
participants had to be interested in the use of wearables and self-monitoring,
willing to deliver sufficient data within nine months of data collection, wor-
king as a PhD student, experiencing no heart rhythm disorder and have a
sufficient level of Dutch proficiency to fill in the questionnaires. Participants
were also required to own an Android smartphone due to the compatibility of
the AWARE framework (Ferreira, Kostakos and Dey, 2015) with the Android
system. Seven (43.75%) of the participants were male, and 9 (56,25%) were
female. The age ranged between 24 and 38 years, with a mean age of 30 years
(SD= 4.02). At the beginning of the experiment, 2 (12.5%) were in their first
year of the PhD trajectory, 6 (37.5%) in their second year, 3 (18.75%) in their
third year and 5 (31.25%) in the last year. Participants received a compen-
sation of €10 each month for their participation. Additionally, to facilitate
participant recruitment and optimize adherence during the participation, par-
ticipants who delivered at least 85% of valid data points (days with both
subjective and physiological data present) were rewarded with keeping the
Oura ring that they used for the data collection.

Outcome: Mental State Assessment

At the end of each day, from 5 p.m. until 5 a.m. of the following day, parti-
cipants filled in two questions about their mental state during the day in the
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“How am I” Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA) application develo-
ped by TNO. Participants received two reminders/prompts for filling in the
mental state questionnaires at self-selected points in time. Participants first
rated how pleasant or unpleasant their day was (valence), ranging from 0
(unpleasant) to 100 (pleasant). Secondly, they were asked about how men-
tally active or passive they felt during that day (arousal), ranging from 0
(passive) to 100 (active).

Predictor Variables of Mental States

Continuous physiological, behavioral and contextual data of participants
were captured using two sensing devices. The commercial-grade smart ring
from Oura (see Cao et al., 2022) collected data about sleep patterns, resting
heart rate, heart variability and physical activity. A customized smartphone
application (created with the AWARE framework, see Ferreira, Kostakos and
Dey, 2015) collected smartphone usage metrics such as application usage,
number of phone unlocks and GPS locations. A more detailed overview of
the different types of data collected can be found in Table 1.

Data Collection Protocol

The total data collection period is nine months long, targeting a participant
period of 276 days per participant. At the beginning of the study, participants
provided written informed consent for the different types of data collected.
After signing the informed consent, participants took part in an intake inte-
rview in which they were asked about their daily routines, most-visited
locations and behavioral patterns when they are stressed or not feeling well.
Participants were specifically asked to describe their (self-estimated) behavi-
oral patterns when feeling stressed or depressed in the following categories:
exercise/activity, sleep, movement, app usage, social contacts, smartphone

Table 1. Signals and first order variables extracted from the two sensing devices.

Sensor Signals Features

Oura Ring Motion, heart
pulse

Sleep start time, Sleep end time, SOL, TST, SE,
Fluctuations in TST, Fluctuations in SE, Mean
nocturnal heart rate, Lowest nocturnal heart rate, Time
to lowest nocturnal heart rate, Nocturnal HRV, HRV
during last 30 minutes of sleep, Fluctuations in
nocturnal HRV, Sedentary time, MVPA, MET-minutes

AWARE
framework

Phone usage,
GPS, motion

Screen time, Browser app time, Communication app
time, Entertainment app time, Gaming app time,
Information app time, Social app time, Commerce app
time, Total app time, Unique apps per day,
Notifications per day, Social notifications per day,
Unique social contacts per day, Time at home, Time at
work, Time at sports location, Time at other known
location, Time spent traveling Distance traveled, SMS
messages sent

Note. SOL = Sleep Onset Latency; TST = Total Sleep Time; SE = Standard Error; HRV = Heart Rate
Variability; MET =Metabolic Equivalent of Task; MVPA =Moderate-to-Vigorous Physical Activity.
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usage and communication via smartphone such as calling and SMS. For each
participant, a custom-sized Oura ring was ordered. Participants were instru-
cted to wear the ring at all times, except when charging the device or when
doing sports where the ring could hinder movement or be damaged. After
receiving the Oura ring, each participant filled in a longer questionnaire with
demographic questions and various validated questionnaires about persona-
lity traits, coping strategies, coping self-efficacy, perceived stress, burnout,
general health, well-being and other complaints or symptoms. Participants
also filled in questions about possible recent changes in their personal life
before starting with the daily data collection. At the end of each month,
participants filled in a monthly questionnaire, including the validated questi-
onnaires from the intake questionnaire and additional questions about recent
changes. To stimulate both interest and adherence to the study throughout
the months, feedback moment of 30 minutes were planned with the main
researcher and each participant every four weeks. Participants received insi-
ght into their own personal raw data and could exchange experiences or
report problems with the data collection. At the end of the data collection
period, when participants had taken part for nine months and delivered at
least 85% of valid data points, an outtake interview was planned with each
participant. During this outtake interview, several evaluation and feedback
questions about their participation in the research were asked.

Data Analysis

For each variable, daily values were aggregated and merged into one complete
dataset. Descriptions of each variable and choices regarding aggregation to
daily data, noise and missing data are described per sensor on the following
website (http://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/QC9J6). For the data management
and statistical analyses, RStudio (Allaire, no date) was used. Spearman cor-
relation analyses were conducted to investigate the relationships between
predictor variables and the outcome variables valence and arousal. Vale-
nce and arousal were each correlated to each predictor variable across
the data of all subjects, and the resulting Spearman’s rho averaged across
participants for each predictor-outcome combination was depicted in a hea-
tmap. These reflect relations between behavior and mental state across the
population. Secondly, we calculated the standard deviation of Spearman’s
rho for every predictor-outcome combination across participants. The stan-
dard deviations were also depicted in a heatmap and reflect the extent to
which the correlation of each predictor-outcome combination differs across
participants.

RESULTS

Predictor Variables and Correlations With Mental States

On a population level, there were weak Spearman correlations between the
predictor variables and the outcome variables valence and arousal, ranging
from −0.23 to 0.34 (see Figure 1).

Valence correlated most strongly with the predictor variables SMS mes-
sages sent, Time at home, Screen time, Total app time, Social notifications
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Figure 1: Heatmap depicting population-level correlations of predictor variables with
valence and arousal.

per day, MVPA and MET-minutes, with rho’s ranging from −0.22 to 0.29.
Arousal correlated most strongly with the predictor variables Sedentary time,
Screen time, SMS messages sent, Total app time, Browser app time, Sleep end
time, Time at work, MVPA and MET-minutes, with rho’s ranging from−0.23
to 0.34.

On a population level, the standard deviation of Spearman’s rho for the
predictor-outcome combinations ranged from 0.07 to 0.20 (see Figure 2). The
extent to which the correlations between the predictors and valence differ
across participants was highest for Screen time, Browser Time, Social noti-
fications per day, Unique social contacts per day, Fluctuations in nocturnal
HRV, Entertainment app time, Fluctuations in TST, Time at home, Time at
work, Fluctuations in SE, Time spent traveling, Mean nocturnal heart rate,
Sedentary time, Distance traveled, Sleep start time, Nocturnal HRV, Lowest
nocturnal heart rate and Sleep end time, with standard deviations of rho ran-
ging from 0.11 to 0.17. The extent to which the correlations between the
predictors and arousal differ across participants was highest for Screen time,
Gaming app time, Social app time, Unique social contacts per day, Time at
home, Time at sports location, Time at other known location, TST, SE, Fluctu-
ations in TST, Sedentary time, Entertainment app time, Unique apps per day,
Fluctuations in SE, Sleep end time, MVPA and MET-minutes, with standard
deviations of rho ranging from 0.11 to 0.20.

Figure 2: Heatmap depicting population-level correlations of standard deviations from
each predictor variable with valence and arousal.
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DISCUSSION

This paper investigated important predictors of daily self-reported valence
and arousal and how these differ across individuals in terms of their impor-
tance and directional relationship. Preliminary results suggest that several
predictors of valence and arousal are more subject dependent than oth-
ers, indicated by a higher between-subject variance in the correlations for
those predictor-outcome combinations (e.g., SD=.17 for sleep end time and
valence) compared to others (e.g., SD=.06 for time at sports location and
valence). This is important to know when interpreting correlations at the
population level. Overall weak correlations between predictor and outcome
variable on a population level, can be a result of strong correlations on
the level of the participant that vary in direction. For example, the diffe-
rences across the relation of sleep end time and valence may indicate that
waking up at a later moment in time is connected to a pleasant mood for
one person but to an unpleasant mood for another person. Similarly, the dif-
ferences across the relation of lowest nocturnal heart rate and valence may
indicate that having a restful night with a low heart rate feels pleasant for
one person but does feel unpleasant or does not affect the mood of another
person.

Based on these first descriptive and correlational statistics, we found sup-
port for the idea that there are differences between individuals in what factors
may have an influence on mental states. These between-subjects variations
are usually not considered in population-level prediction models and may
be one reason why current studies focusing on the prediction of stress states
(see Booth et al., 2022) only show small-to-moderate effects. In future analy-
ses, the complete data set will be used to create individual-based prediction
models of mental states and test these in comparison to population-based pre-
diction models. If these individual-based models prove to be successful, these
models can be integrated in mental health interventions and applications that
create personalized feedback on changes in predictors and, consequently in
mental states.

Additionally, it will be explored to what extent there is overlap in self-
reported information of participants about behavioral patterns at the begin-
ning of the study and the continuously measured predictors of mental states.
If the self-evaluation of a participant matches with the collected data, this can
be used to minimize the amount and kind of collected data before the actual
data collection.

CONCLUSION

This article presented a detailed description of the set-up of a longitudinal
study for the detection and prediction of mental states based on wearable
and contextual sensing. Preliminary results indicate that predictors of men-
tal states and their relation with valence and arousal are subject-dependent.
These variations support the need for individual-based prediction models of
mental states, which will be created and tested in future analyses of this study.
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